INTRODUCTION
We recall some notations from interpolation theory. A pair 2 = (A,, A r ) of Banach spaces is called a Banach couple if A, and A, are both continuously imbedded in some Hausdorff topological vector space V.
For a Banach couple A = (A,, A,) we can form the sztm C(A) = A, + A, and the intersection d(A) = A,nA,. They are both Banach spaces, in the natural norms liajlzCA, = K( 1, a; A) and l141d~~~ = max(l141.4,7 ll4,), respectively (whenever possible we suppress the "unnecessary" A, writing c and A), where (1) for any positive number t.
A for any TEE (see [6, p. 201) . (2) Clearly, A, + A i and A, n A i are interpolation spaces between A, and A,, and the constant C in (2) is equal to 1.
The plan of the paper is as follows:
In Section 2 we give a short proof of the Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem, giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a Banach couple of spaces A, and A, to be interpolation spaces between A, + A, and A, n A,. The method of proof is similar to that of Aronszajn and Gagliardo. The main difference lies in the consequent use of the K-functional (briefly proved Proposition 1 instead of Lemma 10.X of Aronszajn and Gagliardo).
Applications of the real method and the Calderon-Lozanovskii construction to interpolation of the sum and the intersection are given in Section 3 and 4.
In Section 5, the above results are applied to the important class of symmetric function spaces, in particular to Lebesgue, Lorentz, and Brlicz spaces. ProoJ: First we shall prove that
for all r>O, where A,= {uEC: ~up(,~K(t, a)<r} and So(r)= {a~&: l14A,6r).
If a ELI then there exist a, E A, such that sup I(a,II., < r and lim n-m Ila-aJ,=O.
We have K(t,a)=lim,,, K(t,a,*)< Ila,,II.,,<r for all t > 0. Hence a E A,. Let a E A,. and E > 0. We can find a decomposition a=a,,,+a,,, such that ~,,EA~, al,,eA, and It follows that Thus, ~~n,,,s,(~+~f=~Z.
Since A, with the norm Il42,=~im,+, K(t, a) (this is the Minkowski functional of the set s,(r)=) is a Banach space and A", = U,:= r mZ and So(n)" is a nowhere dense set in C, we get our conclusion.
The final result of this section is the AronszajnGagliardo theorem. (c) In this case I(C, A)= (C, A).
THE K-METHOD FOR THE SUM AND THE INTERSECTION
Let 9 denote the set of all positive functions q on R + = (0, m ) such that both p(t) and tq( l/t) are non-decreasing, i.e., u)(s) 6 max( 1, s/r) p(t) for all s, t E R + 9 contains all concave functions on R + . On 9 we define the involution by q*(t) = tcp( l/t). A function cp in 9 is said to belong to 9 + ~ if min( 1, l/t) s,(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 0, icj, where s,(t) = sup,,&cp(ut)/p(u)).
Let cp~9 and p=c~ or cp~Y+-and 1< p < m. We then define the ProoJ We have K(t,a;C,d)=llallz if ~21, and K(t,a;Z,d)z K(t, a; A) + tK(t -', a; A) if 0 < f < 1 (see [ 10, Theorem 31) .
Assume that 1 < p < CG and q(t)/\/; is non-increasing. Then
Applying (7) we have
The proofs for the remaining cases are analogous to the above and therefore omitted. 
CALDER~N-LOZANOVSKI~ CONSTRUCTION FOR THE SUM AND THE INTERSECTION
Let (~2, C, p) be a complete a-finite measure space and let us denote by Lo = L"(Q, Z:, p) the space of ail equivalence classes of *u-measurable reai valued functions, equipped with the topology of convergence in measure on p-finite sets. We will say tht a Banach space X is a Banach function .rpace (on (Q, Z, II)) if X is a Banach subspace of Lo satisfying the property that if SEX and JOEL' are such that Ill/ < Ix(t)l, ,u-a,e. on 52, then J~EX and Ilylj x < llxjl .y. Note that if X,, and X, 'are any two Banach function spaces (on (Q, Z'. /I)) then x= (X0. X, j forms a Banach couple.
Let x= (X0, X,) be a couple of Banach function spaces and let 50 E 2'. We will consider cp as a function on R + x R + putting cp(s, t) = SCJI(P:S). We denote by q(X) = cp(X,, X, ) the Calder~n~Lozanooskii space of ali x E L3 such that for some .Y~E Xi, llxiljx, < 1, i= 0. 1, and for some 2 > x holds 1.~1 < i.qo( 1x0/. lx,1 ) p-a.e. We put /I.~11 V,.u, = inf i..
Note that cp(x) is a Banach function space (with equivalent norm) as well as an intermediate space with respect to x. If in particular we take cp(r) = to, 0 < 8 < 1, we obtain, in this way, the spaces Xh "Xy introduced by Calderbn [4] . The properties of ~(8) have been studied in detail by Lozanovskii [S]. OvEinnikov in [11] showed that if cp(X)=cp(X)" then q(X) is an interpolation space with respect to X. Analogically we define q*(X) = cp*(X,, X,), where q*(s, t) =scp*(t/s) = tq(s/t) and cp E.Y. From the first inequality it follows that XE cp(z) and from the second x E q*(x). Third, x, = q(X) + q*(x).
This follows directly from the inequality Fourth, if q(t)/& is non-increasing, then q(X) + cp*(X)c X,. In fact, since cp( t )/Jf is non-increasing, it follows that cp(s, t) < cp(max(s, t}, min(s, t>) for all S, PER,.
Let ~=~,tx,, where x~E~(X) and X, E q*(x). There exist yO, z0 EX~ and J~:z,EX, such that ls,ld(~(l~~/~ I r',/ 1, lxIl < cp*(l4 (;,I) = cp(lz,l, lq, ). Then and we conclude that x E X,. Part (c) can be proved in a similar way. Thus our proposition is proved.
COROLLARY 2 (Semenov-Sneiberg; see [ 13, Theorem 3j ).
(X,+X,)'~B(XonX,)O=X~-OX~+X~X:-O, o<s<:
From OvEinnikov's interpolation theorem and Proposition 4 we get:
is a monotone~function on R + or cp =p*, then q(Z) + p*(X) and p(X) n p*(X) are i~zterpdatkw spaces between C(x) and A(x). The sum Z(E) and the intersection A(E) of two symmetric spaces E,, E, are also symmetric spaces. and If L, n L, is dense in a symmetric space E, then E is minimal, i.e., E does not contain any non-trivial closed symmetric subspace. If E = E", then E is a maximal symmetric space, i.e., E is not a proper closed subspace of a some symmetric space. Comprehensive information about symmetric spaces can be found in books [6, 7] .
Let E,, E,, and E be symmetric spaces on (0, K') with the fundamental functions qO, vi, and cp, respectively. Put cPo1(t) = cPo(t)lcP1(t).
We first describe a necessary condition for the interpolation of symmetric spaces. For a more general result, see [9] .
Consider the family of linear operators {T,.,} from E into E defined by Then = s --I If a, ~~('j Leo,,, dz~ cp(t) 0 with equality for x= l~o,Sj. Hence, IIT,,,lj.,.=cp(t)/cp(s). From the above and (2) we have a necessary condition for interpolation of symmetric spaces. If E is an interpolation space between E, and E, then there exists a positive constant C such that the following inequality z<Cmax {z,z} Vs, t>O.
holds.
THEOREM 4. Let E, # E, n E, and E, #E, n E,. If both E, and E, are separable or E. = E," and E, = E; or (pol( R + ) = R + , then E, and E, are not interpolation spaces between E, + E, and E, n E, .
ProojY (1") If both E, and E, are separable, then Eon E, is nonclosed in E, and E,. Hence, by Theorem l(a) we have E,, E, $ I(Z, A).
(2') If Ei= El', i= 0, 1, then both E, and E, are non-closed in E, -t E, . Hence E, n E, is non-closed in E, and E, . Theorem 1 (a) implies that E,, E, $Z(I, A).
(3') Assume that E,E Z(Z, A). Since equality (8) Let us finally give some examples of the scope of our results Note that Theorems 2 and 3 actually yield: From Theorem 3 and (9) we get the following consequence. [12] that cot all interpolation spaces can be obtain by the K-method.
